How Do Funhouse Mirrors Work?
Funhouse Mirrors – How do they Work?
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Funhouse mirrors go by many names from a carnival mirror to a
distorting mirror. Most people are used to flat mirrors or
rather regular mirrors that are held upright. In such mirrors,
the reflection you see is exactly as it is in real life.
However, when mirrors are curved or better yet tilted, they
can show us things we would not have expected to see; the
reflection distorted.
You may appear thin, tall, fat, short and countless other
variations and combinations. This is the reason why they are
popular in fairs and carnivals and are at times used as a
literary
device in fiction. Moreover, they have also become popular in
Halloween because, their ability to distort an image can be
easily turned to the advantage of the pranker.
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How do Funhouse Mirrors Work?
Funhouse mirrors employ curved or tilted surfaces in
different parts of the mirror. This alters the angle at which
the reflected light hits your eyes which is typically slightly
above or slightly below the eyeline. Our brains perceive this
reflection as the light that is coming directly from the
source, thus creating a distorted view of the object or
person. Moving back and forth distorts the image further
because it changes the angle at which the light is entering
the eye as the brain tries to interpret the quick changes in
the reflection it is receiving.
The magic or rather the science behind funhouse mirrors are
convex and concave mirrors or a combination of the two.
A convex mirror is bulged or curved outwards making you look
thinnerand taller.
Moreover, a concave mirror is bulged or curved outwards making
you look shorter and fatter. A more complex funhouse mirror is
created by combining concave and convex surfaces in one mirror
to create more composite reflections with unique looks.
Without delving too much into the technical details, there are
three factors to consider when it comes
to the physics of light and reflection. First is the normal

line that is perpendicular the point where a ray of light
strikes the mirror. Secondly, the angles between the ray
striking the
mirror and the ray being reflected away from the mirror are
always equal with the normal being the reference point.
Altering the surface of the mirror changes the normal line to
its surface consequently altering the reflection angle. Thus,
it can be said that a funhouse mirror has different normal
lines, and consequently, different reflections points, that
create a distorted image when all these reflections hit the
eye.

